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NEW BOOKS

STAY WHERE YOU ARE AND THEN LEAVE
John Boyne

AUSTRALIA’S GREATEST PEOPLE AND THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS
Linsay Knight

NOBLE CONFLICT
Malorie Blackman

PRETTY GIRL
J. C. Burke

9780857532947 | PAPERBACK | $21.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

9780857980205 | PAPERBACK | $24.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

9780385610629 | PAPERBACK | $24.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

9781741663136 | PAPERBACK | $19.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

From the bestselling author of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas,
a moving and uplifting story of an ordinary boy’s search for his
missing father during the First World War.

From explorers to scientists, business people, artists, politicians
and writers, this book celebrates the many Australians who
have made this country the great nation it is today. Filled with
information, interesting fact pages, breakout boxes and loads of
illustrations, this is a fun and inspiring book for all ages.

Years after a violent war destroyed much of the world, Kaspar
has grown up in a society based on peace and harmony. But
beyond the city walls, a vicious band of rebels are plotting to
tear this peace apart.

Paige, Sarah, Jess and Tallulah were best friends at school.
Now they’ve begun university and are living together at college,
but it’s not turning out like it’s meant to. One girl’s dead.
One’s in hospital. And one has a secret.

BELMONT HILL 1: SHOWDOWN
Remy Lacroix

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE’S STAR WARS
Ian Doescher

ITCH ROCKS
Simon Mayo

CHASING THE VALLEY 2: BORDERLANDS
Skye Melki-Wegner

9780857981349| PAPERBACK | $15.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

9781594746376 | HARDBACK | $22.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

9780857531339 | PAPERBACK | $24.99 | AVAILABLE NOW

9781742759562 | PAPERBACK | $17.99 | JANUARY 2014

Piper Houston always gets what she wants. Popular, rich and
gorgeous, she is the it girl of Belmont Hill. Boys want to date her,
girls want to be her. But when her father’s new wife and her
teenage daughter Alex move into the Houston mansion,
Piper’s perfect world is thrown into chaos.

Inspired by one of the greatest creative minds in the English
language – and William Shakespeare – here is an officially
licensed retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars, reimagined in
glorious iambic pentameter.

After almost poisoning his whole class with arsenic gas, going
on the run from a psychotic science teacher and nearly dying of
radiation poisoning, life is getting back to normal for Itchingham
Lofte - at least, as normal as it can be when you have a roundthe-clock detail of government security guards watching your
every move. . .

The action-packed adventure continues in the second book of
the Chasing the Valley trilogy! Danika and her crew of escaped
refugees are seeking the safety of the Magnetic Valley – and
trying to evade Sharr Morrigan, the king’s most lethal hunter.
But the borderlands they must cross to reach the Valley are
smugglers’ territory: lawless, wild and steeped in ancient magic.

TANDEM
Anna Jarzab
9780857982995 | PAPERBACK | $19.99 | FEBRUARY 2014

Sixteen-year-old Sasha Lawson has only ever known one
small, ordinary life. When she was young, she loved her
grandfather’s stories of parallel worlds inhabited by girls who
looked like her but led totally different lives. Sasha never
believed such worlds were real – until now, when she finds
herself thrust into one against her will.

MACHINE WARS
Michael Pryor

TANK BOYS
Stephen Dando-Collins

TWO WOLVES
Tristan Bancks

9780857981301 | PAPERBACK | $17.99 | FEBRUARY 2014

9780857982032 | PAPERBACK | $16.99 | MARCH 2014

Based on true stories of the world’s first tank-versus-tank battle and One afternoon, four police officers visit Dan Silver’s home. Minutes
what it was like to be an underage soldier in World War I, Tank Boys after they leave, his parents arrive. Dan and his little sister Olive are
follows Frankie, Taz and Richard’s footsteps as they take part in what bundled into the car and told they’re going on a holiday. Which is
will become one of the decisive battles of the war. What will happen weird, because Dan’s family never goes on holidays. Things aren’t
when the boys meet as enemies on the battlefield?
right and Dan knows it. His parents are on the run. So Dan and Olive
are running, too. . .

THE SEQUIN STAR
Belinda Murrell

BROTHERBAND 4
John Flanagan

BROTHERHOOD OF THIEVES
Stuart Daly
9780857983275 | PAPERBACK | $17.99 | APRIL 2014

Life as a thief is cold, miserable and lonely. Caspan leaps at the
opportunity to compete to join the Brotherhood of Thieves – a
secret order sanctioned by the King. What the Brotherhood seeks
are the lost magical weapons of an ancient race that will help
them defeat the Roon, the invading army who creep ever closer.

THE CRYSTAL HEART
Sophie Masson

9780857982766 | PAPERBACK | $17.99 | April 2014

9780857982056 | PAPERBACK | $16.99 | MAY 2014

9781742759340 | PAPERBACK | $16.99 | MAY 2014

9780857982070 | PAPERBACK | $18.99 | JUNE 2014

Unknown to the world, a superintelligence has emerged – and it
wants to eliminate fifteen-year-old Bram Argent . . .
The Bourne Identity meets The Terminator in this fast-paced
technothriller.

In Belinda Murrell’s new exciting timeslip novel, Claire finds an
old trunk filled with her grandmother’s treasures, including an
old star-shaped brooch covered in sequins. Why does Claire’s
wealthy grandmother own such a cheap piece of jewellery?
The mystery deepens when the brooch takes Claire back in
time to 1932.

When Hal and the Heron brotherband become the Araluan duty
ship, they’re excited at the challenges ahead. But an enemy
from their past returns, causing the Herons to be thrown into a
dangerous new quest to free captured Araluans from the slave
market in Socorro. Even with the help of an Araluan Ranger, the
task may be too much . . .

When Kasper Bator is chosen to join the elite guard that keeps
watch over a dangerous prisoner in a tower, he believes what
he’s been told: the prisoner is a powerful witch. But the prisoner
is actually the beautiful Izolda, daughter of his country’s enemy,
the Prince of Night.
And Izolda is in imminent danger.
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INFORMATIVE TEXTS
NEW
The Book
Thief & INNOVATIONS
AUSTRALIA’S GREATEST
INVENTIONS
Markus
Christopher
ChengZusak
& Linsay Knight
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format
| 12+
9781742755649
| PAPERBACK
| $24.99

The CuriousGREATEST
Incident PEOPLE
Of The Dog
In TheACHIEVEMENTS
Night-Time
AUSTRALIA’S
& THEIR
Mark Haddon
Linsay
Knight
9780099470434
| A format
| 12+
9780857980205| £6.99
| PAPERBACK
| $24.99

Book Thief
is athe
story
about the Museum
power of comes
words and
Copy tobusiness
be supplied
people, artists, politicians
In The
conjunction
with
Powerhouse
this the
compre- From explorers to scientists,
ability ofguide
bookstotoAustralia’s
feed the soul,
In Nazi Germany.
hensive
mostset
innovative
inventionsAwardas well as and writers, this book celebrates the many Australians who have
winning
author
Markus
Zusak
has
given
us
one
of
the
most
made this country the great nation it is today.
their amazing creators. Full of facts, photos and fun surprises for
curious kidsenduring
and grown-ups alike.

THEinMAGIC
OF REALITY
The Boy
the Striped
Pyjamas
Richard
Dawkins
John Boyne

I Die
BRAVE HEART:Before
LESSONS
LEARNT FROM LIFE
Jenny&Downham
Brett
Hayley S. Kirk

9780552778053
| PAPERBACK
| $19.99
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+

9781849920452
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+
9781742753256
| PAPERBACK
| $24.99

Professor Richard
has teamed
with ofrenowned
An extraordinary
tale Dawkins
of friendship
and the up
horrors
war, this
illustrator
McKean
to take you on
journey from
book is a Dave
worldwide
phenomenon
andana amazing
modern children’s
atoms to animals, pollination
to paranoia, the big bang to the
classic.
bigger picture.

NEW

to beHayley,
supplied
Brett, with the help ofCopy
his wife,
opens himself up like never
before, sharing personal stories to guide you through the
challenges of working out who you truly are, what drives you,
what you love and ultimately who you want to be.

NEW

The BookTOO
Thief
DREAMING
LOUD
MarkusRobertson
Zusak
Geoffrey

The Curious Incident
Of The
Dog In The Night-Time
THE BOY
COLONEL
Mark
Haddon
Will Davies

9781862302914
| B format
| 12+
9780857981899| £7.99
| PAPERBACK
| $34.99

9780099470434
| A format
| 12+
9781742755984| |£6.99
PAPERBACK
| $34.99

The Book
a story about
the power
words and
the
CopyLieutenant
to be supplied
An incisive
andThief
wittyis collection
of writing
fromofGeoffrey
Robertson,
Known as The Boy Colonel,
Colonel Douglas Marks, was
abilityis internationally
of books to feedrecognised
the soul, set
In Nazi
Germany.
who
as one
of the
world’sAwardleading
the youngest battalion commander in the AIF and highly regarded
winning
author
Markus
has given
us one of
human
rights
lawyers
andZusak
intellectual
inspiration
forthe
themost
global
not only as a future military commander, but as a business and
justiceenduring
movement.
community leader.

Die
1412: THE YEARBefore
CHINA IDISCOVERED
THE WORLD
Jenny
Downham
Gavin
Menzies

The Boy
in the DOWAGER
Striped Pyjamas
EMPRESS
CIXI
John
JungBoyne
Chang
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+
9780224087445
| PAPERBACK
| $32.99

9781849920452
| £6.99
| B format| |$32.99
12+
9780553815221
| PAPERBACK

An extraordinary
taleofofthe
friendship
the horrors
war,athis
Jung
Chang’s portrait
Empressand
Dowager
Cixi isofboth
panobook
is a worldwide
phenomenon
a modern
children’sportrait
ramic
depiction
of the birth
of modernand
China
and an intimate
of a woman: as the concubineclassic.
to a monarch, as the absolute ruler of a
third of the world’s population, and as a unique stateswoman.

to be supplied
1421 is the storyCopy
of a remarkable
journey of discovery that
rewrites our understanding of history. Our knowledge of world
exploration as it has been commonly accepted for centuries
must now be revised.

NEW
NEW
The Book Thief
AM I BLACK
ENOUGH
Markus
ZusakFOR YOU
Anita
Heiss
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
NINEMark
PARTS
OF DESIRE
Haddon
Geraldine Brooks

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
Theability
storyofofbooks
an urban-based
woman
to feed thehigh-achieving
soul, set In NaziAboriginal
Germany. Awardworking
to break
stereotypes
build
between
winning
authordown
Markus
Zusak hasand
given
us bridges
one of the
most
black andenduring
white Australia.

9781742751924 | PAPERBACK | $34.99
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The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
ORANGES & SUNSHINE
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+
Margaret
Humphreys
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $19.99
of words and the
9780552163354
| PAPERBACK
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. AwardOranges & Sunshine is the controversial book that exposed
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
the scandal of Britain’s forgotten and abused child migrants . . .
enduring
Nottingham social worker, Margaret Humphreys, reveals how
she unravelled this shocking secret and how it became her
mission to reunite these innocent and unwilling exiles with
their families before it was too late.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
NEDBoyne
KELLY
John
Peter FitzSimons

Before I Die
SIR HENRY PARKES:
AUSTRALIAN COLOSSUS
Jenny THE
Downham
Stephen Dando-Collins

Copy to be supplied
As a foreign correspondent, Geraldine Brooks spent six years
covering the Middle East. When her poised and sophisticated assistant
suddenly ‘adopted the uniform of a Muslim fundamentalist’,
Geraldine set out to discover the truth about women and Islam.

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
Loveishim
or loathe phenomenon
him, Ned Kellyand
hasabeen
at the
heart of
book
a worldwide
modern
children’s
Australian culture and identity.
classic.Peter FitzSimons brings the
history of Ned Kelly and his gang exuberantly to life, weighing
in on all of the myths, legends and controversies generated by
this compelling and divisive Irish-Australian rebel.

Copy to be supplied
In this new biography, Stephen Dando-Collins examines the life of
Sir Henry Parkes – Father of Federation, Premier of NSW, Statesman,
Visionary, Political Leader, Poet, Humanist.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon
THE FORGOTTEN
CHILDREN

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne
THE STOLEN CHILDREN: THEIR STORIES
9781849920438
| £6.99Commission
| B format | 12+
Human Rights
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| $24.99
horrors of war, this
9780091836894
| PAPERBACK
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
True stories told from children of the Stolen Generation;
classic.
including extracts from the Report of the National Inquiry into
the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children
from Their Families.

Before I Die
Jenny Downham
A SHORT HISTORY OF NEARLY EVERYTHING
9781849920452 | Bill
£6.99Bryson
| B format | 12+
Copy to be| supplied
9780552997041
PAPERBACK | $19.99

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
9781863256124 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

9780099470434David
| £6.99Hill
| A format | 12+

Copy to|be
supplied | $19.99
9781741666144
PAPERBACK
Here is the story of the lives of the Fairbridge children, from the
bizarre luxury of the voyage out to Australia to the harsh reality
of the first days there; from the crushing daily routine to stolen
moments of freedom and the struggle that defined life after
leaving the school.

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781742758909 | HARDBACK | $49.99

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781742757971 | HARDBACK | $45.00

In A Short History of Nearly Everything, Bill Bryson takes us with
him on the ultimate eye-opening journey . . . from the Big
Bang to the rise of civilisation – how we got from there, being
nothing at all, to here, being us.

AUSTRALIAN HISTORY

1788: THE BRUTAL TRUTH OF THE FIRST FLEET
David Hill

THE GOLD RUSH
David Hill

THE GREAT RACE
David Hill

THE COMMONWEALTH OF THIEVES
Tom Keneally

9781741668001 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

9781864711301 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

9781742751108 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

9781741666137 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

Using diaries, letters and official records, David Hill artfully
reconstructs the experiences of the famous and infamous men and
women of the First Fleet, combining narrative skill with an eye for
detail and an exceptional empathy with the people of the past.

The fever that forever changed Australia. David Hill relates the
extraordinary people and staggering events of Australia’s great
gold-rush years.

Written from first-hand accounts, this is the story of men whose
drawings recorded countless previously unknown species and
whose skill and determination enabled Terra Australis Incognita
to become Australia.

Impeccably researched by acclaimed author Tom Keneally,
The Commonwealth of Thieves is a brilliant recreation of the first
four years of white settlement in Australia.

SOMME MUD
Will Davies

BENEATH HILL 60
Will Davies

EUREKA: THE UNFINISHED REVOLUTION
Peter FitzSimons

A SHORTER HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA
Geoffrey Blainey

9781741664522 | paperBACK | $18.99

9781864711264 | paperBACK | $19.99

9780857981271 | PAPERBACK | $34.99

9781741667714 | paperBACK | $29.99

As well as a memoir of one man’s experience of war, Somme
Mud is an evocative record of the language and attitudes
of early twentieth-century Australia. Includes archival
photographs, full glossary and chapter introductions.

Drawing on the diaries of one of the key combatants, Beneath
Hill 60 tells the little-known, devastatingly brutal true story of
this subterranean war waged beneath the Western Front.

Peter FitzSimons gets into the hearts and minds of those on the
battlefield, and those behind the scenes, bringing to life Australian
legends on both sides of the Eureka Stockade.

After a lifetime of research and debate on Australian and
international history, Geoffrey Blainey is well-placed to introduce us
to the people who have played a part and to guide us through the
events that have created the Australian identity.

ANZAC FURY
Peter Thompson

PACIFIC FURY
Peter Thompson

SHANGHAI FURY
Peter Thompson

FIRST VICTORY
Mike Carlton

9781864711318 | paperBACK | $34.99

9781741667141 | paperBACK | $39.99

9781864711844 | paperBACK | $34.99

9781742757636 | HARDBACK | $45.00

Combining personal memories with combat action, ANZAC Fury
gives voice to the experiences of young Australians and New
Zealanders who were sent from the victorious battlefields of Libya
on a disastrous mission to Greece and Crete.

How Australia and her allies defeated the Japanese. Based on
exclusive interviews with eyewitnesses, Pacific Fury brings the
people and the battles to life in a sensational history not to be
bettered in a generation.

Set against a backdrop of imperial splendour and abject squalor,
Shanghai Fury examines one of the seminal periods of the 20th
century mixing personal memoir with combat action to complete a
powerful trilogy on Australians at war.

In the opening months of the First World War, the German
raider Emden left a tremendous trail of destruction. Mike Carlton
recounts HMAS Sydney’s hunt for Emden and this emphatic First
Victory at sea for the newborn Royal Australian Navy.

THE FATAL SHORE
Robert Hughes

SANDAKAN
Paul Ham

CALEDONIA AUSTRALIS
Don Watson

CRACK HARDY
Stephen Dando-Collins

9780099448549 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

9781864711400 | hardBACK | $49.99

9781741667660 | paperBACK | $12.99

9781742755731 | paperBACK | $19.99

The Fatal Shore is the prize-winning, scholarly, brilliantly
entertaining narrative that has given its true history to
Australia.

This is the story of the three-year ordeal of the Sandakan prisoners
of war – a barely known episode of unimaginable horror. This
important and harrowing book narrates the full story of Sandakan,
as told through the experiences of many of the participants.

First published in 1984 and recognised as a significant revisionist
work, Caledonia Australis is all the more instructive now as debate
continues over Aboriginal native title, practical reconciliation and
the way Australian history should be written and taught.

This is the true story of three Australian soldiers, the Searle
brothers. A compelling book that defines Australia and
Australians during the making of our nation on the far-flung
battlefields of the First World War.
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VISUAL LITERACY
MEET NED KELLY
Janeen Brian & Matt Adams

MEET MARY MACKILLOP
Sally Murphy & Sonia Martinez

MEET CAPTAIN COOK
Rae Murdie & Chris Nixon

NEW

MEET THE ANZACS
Claire Saxby & Max Berry

9781742757186 | hardBACK | $24.99

9781742757216 | hardBACK | $24.99

9780857980175 | hardBACK | $24.99

9780857981929 | hardBACK | $24.99

A picture book series about the extraordinary men and women
who have shaped Australia’s history, beginning with our most
famous bushranger, Ned Kelly.

Mary was born in the 1800s and devoted her life to teaching
children. Mary believed everyone should have the chance to
learn, no matter how rich or poor they are. In 1866 she set up
her first school and founded an order of nuns called the Sisters
of St Joseph of the Sacred Heart.

Captain Cook was the first European to discover the eastern
coast of Australia. Along with his crew on the HMB Endeavour,
Cook set out from England with royal orders to look for signs of
the great southern land known as Terra Australis, which they
chartered in 1788.

Anzac stands for Australian and New Zealand Army Corps. It is
the name given to the Australian and New Zealand troops who
landed at Gallipoli in World War I. The name is now a symbol of
bravery and mateship.

MEET DOUGLAS MAWSON
Mike Dumbleton & Snip Green

THE MYSTERIES OF HARRIS BURDICK
Chris Van Allsburg

THE CHRONICLES OF HARRIS BURDICK
Chris Van Allsburg

THE INVISIBLE KINGDOM
Rob Ryan

9780857981950 | hardBACK | $24.99

9781849392792 | PAPERback | RRP $17.99

9781849394598 | PAPERback | RRP $22.99

9780091944438 | HARDback | RRP $39.99

Douglas Mawson led the first Australian expedition to the
Antarctic. Meet Douglas Mawson tells the story of how Mawson
survived the dangers and challenges of the frozen continent.

Caldecott Medal winner Chris Van Allsburg presents a series
of loosely related drawings, each accompanied by a title and
caption for the reader to make up his or her own story.

In this inspired collection of short stories, bestselling authors
in the worlds of both adult and children’s literature weave their
own stories into the original illustrations of Chris Van Allburg.

The Invisible Kingdom is about a small boy, a big imagination
and learning to be your own person. Gorgeous words and
stunning illustrations combine in a book for all ages,
by internationally renowned papercut artist Rob Ryan.

MR WUFFLES
David Wiesner

BUILDING STORIES
Chris Ware

NEW

THE THREE PIGS
David Wiesner

FLOTSAM
David Wiesner

9781849394055 | paperback | RRP $14.99

9781849394499 | PAPERBACK | $14.99

9781849397803 | HARDBACK | $29.99

9780224078122 | HARDback | RRP $65.00

A science-minded boy goes to the beach equipped to collect
and examine flotsam. Bottles, lost toys, small objects of every
description are among his usual finds. But there’s no way he
could have prepared for one particular discovery . . .

A near wordless masterpiece about a cat named Mr Wuffles.
Mr Wuffles ignores all the toys people buy for him. He’s not
lazy, he’s just very picky. Now Mr Wuffles has the perfect
toy and he’s ready to play. But it’s not really a toy at all. It’s
something much more interesting . . .

Within Building Stories, the reader will find 14 distinctively
discrete Books, Booklets, Magazines, Newspapers, and
Pamphlets that follow the inhabitants of a three-flat Chicago
apartment house. A profound graphic novel that tackles
universal themes such as art, family and existential loneliness.

The Three Pigs takes visual narrative to a new level. When the
wolf comes a-knocking and a-puffing, he blows the pigs right
out of the tale and into a whole new imaginative landscape,
where they wander through other stories.

NEW

VOICES IN THE PARK
Anthony Browne

BLUEBIRD
Bob Staake

ROSE BLANCHE
Roberto Innocenti & Ian McEwan

9780552545648 | PAPERback | $14.99

9780375870378 | HARDBACK | $24.99

9780099439509 | paperback | RRP $18.99

Told from four radically different perspectives of the same walk
in the park, this simple story explores many key themes such
as alienation, friendship and the bizarre amid the mundane.

In this beautiful wordless picture book, Bob Staake explores
the universal themes of loneliness, bullying and the
importance of friendship. Readers will be captivated as they
follow the journey of a bluebird as he develops a friendship
with a young boy and ultimately risks his life to save the boy
from harm.

Rose Blanche was the name of a group of young German citizens
who, at their peril, protested against the war. Like them, Rose
observes all the changes going on around her which others
choose to ignore.
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NEW

DOTTER OF HER FATHER’S EYES
Mary M. Talbot & Bryan Talbot
9780224096089 | HARDback | RRP $34.99

Part personal history, part biography, Dotter of Her Father’s
Eyes contrasts two coming of age narratives: that of Lucia,
the daughter of James Joyce, and that of author Mary Talbot,
daughter of the eminent Joycean scholar James S Atherton.

YEARS 7 & 8
NEW

WONDER
R. J. Palacio
The Book
Thief | $16.99
9780552565974
| PAPERback
Markus Zusak
Wonder is the funny, sweet and incredibly moving story of
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
Auggie Pullman, a shy bright ten-year old born with a terrible
The
Thief is aFrank,
story powerful,
about the warm
powerand
of words
the
facialBook
deformity.
often and
heartabilitybreaking,
of booksthis
to feed
the soul,
In NaziinGermany.
Awardis a book
you’llsetdevour
one sitting.
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

BROTHERBAND 4
John Flanagan
The Curious
Incident| PAPERBACK
Of The Dog| $16.99
In The| MAY
Night-Time
9781742759340
2014
Mark Haddon
When Hal and the Heron brotherband become the Araluan duty
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
ship, they’re
excited at the challenges ahead. But an enemy
Copycausing
to be supplied
from their past returns,
the Herons to be thrown into a
dangerous new quest to free captured Araluansfrom the slave
market in Socorro.

ITCH
Simon Mayo
The
Boy in the |Striped
Pyjamas
9780857531315
PAPERBACK
| $24.99
John Boyne
Itchingham Lofte known as Itch is fourteen, and loves science,
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format | 12+he’s decided to
especially chemistry.
He’s also
an element-hunter:
all the elements
in the periodic
table.
Which
has some
Ancollect
extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the
horrors
of war,
this
interesting
and rather
destructive results
in his bedroom
book
is a worldwide
phenomenon
and a modern
children’s. . .
classic.

MIDDLE SCHOOL: THE WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE
James Patterson
Before I|Die
9780099544029
PAPERBACK | $14.99
Jenny Downham
Rafe Khatchadorian has enough problems at home without
format
throwing9781849920452
his first year of| £6.99
middle| Bschool
into| 12+
the mix. Luckily, he’s
Copythetobest
be supplied
got an ace plan for
year ever – if he can pull it off . . .

NEW

NEW

CHASING THE VALLEY
TheMelki-Wegner
Book Thief
Skye
Markus
Zusak | $17.99
9781742759548
| PAPERBACK

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

Set in a land where magic can be terrifying, Chasing the Valley
The Book
is a story
the power
wordss Apprentice
and the
combines
theThief
friendship
andabout
camaraderie
of of
Ranger’
ability
of books
to feed
the soul,ofsetTheIn Hunger
Nazi Germany.
with the
hardship
and survival
Games –Awardwith
winning author Markus
Zusak has
given us one of the most
spectacular
results.
enduring

CHASING THE VALLEY 2: BORDERLANDS
The Curious Incident
The Dog In The Night-Time
SkyeOfMelki-Wegner
Mark Haddon
9781742759562
| PAPERBACK | $17.99
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

The action-packed adventure continues in the second book of
Copy
to be Danika
suppliedand her crew of escaped
the Chasing the Valley
trilogy!
refugees are seeking the safety of the Magnetic Valley – and
trying to evade Sharr Morrigan, the king’s most lethal hunter.

THE RIVER CHARM
The Boy in the
Striped
Pyjamas
Belinda
Murrell
John Boyne
9781742757124
| PAPERBACK | $15.99

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

A river pebble on a charm bracelet has an astonishing true story to
An
talebravery
of friendship
and thein horrors
of war, Australia
this
tell,extraordinary
of one family’s
and survival
harsh colonial
.
is aon
worldwide
phenomenon
and a modern
children’s
.book
. Based
the incredible
true life battles
of Belinda
Murrell’s own
ancestors, one of Australia’sclassic.
early artistic and literary families, the
Atkinsons of Oldbury.

THE SEQUIN STAR
Before
I DieMurrell
Belinda
Jenny Downham
9780857982056
| PAPERBACK | $16.99
| £6.99 | B format | 12+
When9781849920452
Claire finds an old
trunk filled with her grandmother’s
Copy toanbeoldsupplied
treasures, including
star-shaped brooch covered in
sequins, she wonders why her wealthy grandmother would
own such a cheap piece of jewellery. The mystery deepends
when the brooch takes Claire back in time to 1932.

NEW

The Book Thief
Markus
Zusak
GRIMSDON
Deborah
9781862302914
| £7.99Abela
| B format | 12+
9781741663723
| PAPERBACK
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $16.99
of words and the
ability of books
to feed
theyears
soul, ago,
set Ina Nazi
Germany.
Award-its
Grimsdon
is in ruins.
Three
massive
wave broke
winningand
author
Markus
Zusak
given
oneinofthe
theruins
mostis
barriers
the sea
flooded
thishas
grand
city.usLeft
enduring
Isabella Charm, her best friend
Griffin and three other children.

The Book Thief
MarkusAND
ZusakASHES
MOONLIGHT
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+
Sophie
Masson
9781742753799
| paperback
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $17.99
of words and the
ability
of books
to feed
setfairy
In Nazi
Germany.arranges
AwardThis
is not
the story
of a the
girl soul,
whose
godmother
winning
hasofgiven
us one
the take
most
her futureauthor
for her.Markus
This is Zusak
the story
Selena,
whoofwill
enduring
charge of her own destiny, and
learn that her magic is not to be
feared but celebrated.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon
THE KENSINGTON
REPTILARIUM
Gemmell
9780099470434N.| J.£6.99
| A format | 12+
9780857980502
Copy to be| PAPERback
supplied | $16.99
A feel-good tale about four loud, grubby urchins from the
Australian outback who find themselves in London for the first
peacetime Christmas after years of war.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
MarkRED
Haddon
DOG
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format | 12+
Louise
de Bernieres
9781742752259
Copy to be| PAPERback
supplied | $19.99
The heartwarming story of a friendly red kelpie who found
widespread fame as a result of his habit of travelling all over
Western Australia, hitching rides over thousands of miles and
befriending locals before heading off again to the next destination.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
JohnTRASH
Boyne
Andy
Mulligan
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format | 12+
9781849920568
| PAPERback
$17.99 of war, this
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the |horrors
book is aisworldwide
andhisa days
modern
children’s
Raphael
a dumpsitephenomenon
boy. He spends
wading
through
classic.Then one unlucky-lucky day,
mountains of steaming rubbish.
Raphael’s world turns upside down. A small leather bag falls
into his hands. It’s a bag of clues. A bag of hope.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John
JUNOBoyne
OF TARIS
9781849920438 |Fleur
£6.99Beale
| B format | 12+
| PAPERBACK
| $17.99of war, this
An extraordinary9781741662979
tale of friendship
and the horrors
book
is a worldwide
phenomenon
andwho
a modern
Teenager
Juno is one
of 500 people
are partchildren’s
of The Taris
classic. island designed to survive
Project, an isolated storm-buffetted
even if the rest of humanity perished . . . But what has happened
to the outside world in the years since Taris was established?

Before I Die
Jenny Downham
THE BEGINNER’S
GUIDE TO REVENGE
Marianne
9781849920452
| £6.99 | BMusgrove
format | 12+
9781742750866
| PAPERback | $15.99
Copy to be supplied
Thrown together by chance, two thirteen-year-olds set out
to even the score. But once that big old ball of revenge starts
rolling down the hill, there’s not an awful lot they can do
to stop it … or is there?

Before I Die
Jenny Downham
THE CURIOUS INCIDENT
OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME
9781849920452Mark
| £6.99Haddon
| B format | 12+
9781849920414
Copy to be| PAPERBACK
supplied | $19.99
A remarkable award-winning bestseller and school
favourite. Christopher has a form of autism. When he finds
a neighbour’s dog murdered he sets out on a terrifying,
life-altering journey.
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YEARS 7 & 8
NEW

NEW

The Book Thief
STAY WHERE YOU ARE AND THEN LEAVE
Markus Zusak
John Boyne
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
9780857532947 | PAPERBACK | $21.99

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
From the bestselling author of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas,
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awarda moving and uplifting story of an ordinary boy’s search for his
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
missing father during the First World War.
enduring

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
WHAT THE RAVEN SAW
Mark Haddon
Samantha Ellen-Bound
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
9781742757353 | PAPERBACK | $16.99

Copy to be supplied
An enchanting story for all ages about one cranky raven, one
extraordinary churchyard and the songs that inhabit both.
A timeless fable about the most unlikely of heroes.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
TWO WOLVES
John Boyne
Tristan Bancks

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9780857982032 | PAPERBACK | $16.99

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
One afternoon, four police officers visit Dan Silver’s home. Minutes
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
after they leave, his parents arrive. Things aren’t right and Dan knows
classic.
it. His parents are on the run. So Dan and his younger sister Olive are
running, too . . .

Before I Die
I LOST MY MOBILE AT THE MALL
Jenny Downham
Wendy Harmer

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781741663716 | PAPERBACK | $17.99

Copy to be supplied
I am not an overly dramatic person, but a year’s worth of numbers,
texts and photos were in my phone, and if I don’t get them back
my life is not worth living. I’m a teenager on the edge
of a technological breakdown. . .

NEW

The Book Thief
LOCKWOOD & CO: THE SCREAMING STAIRCASE
Markus Zusak
Jonathan Stroud
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
9780857532022 | PAPERBACK | $24.99

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
Ghosts crowd the streets and houses of London. Anthony
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. AwardLockwood, with his slightly grumpy deputy George, and his junior
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
field operative Lucy, make up LOCKWOOD & CO, the small, shabby
enduring
yet talented ghost-hunting agency.

The Curious Incident
Of The Dog
In The Night-Time
MACHINE
WARS
Mark
Haddon
Michael
Pryor
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format
| 12+
9780857982766
| PAPERBACK
| $17.99

Copy
to be supplied has emerged – and it
Unknown to the world,
a superintelligence
wants to eliminate fifteen-year-old Bram Argent . . .
The Bourne Identity meets The Terminator in this fast-paced
technothriller.

NEW

The Boy in10
theFUTURES
Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne
Michael
Pryor
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+
9781742753768
| PAPERBACK
| $18.99

AnMichael
extraordinary
tale ofof Australia’s
friendship best
and the
horrors
of war, this
Pryor, one
authors
of speculative
book isimagines
a worldwide
fiction,
whatphenomenon
our next 100 and
yearsa modern
might bechildren’s
like. Utopia
classic. Whatever might happen,
or dystopia? Miracle or catastrophe?
it’s just around the corner. Which future will yours be?

Before
I Die HEART
THE
CRYSTAL
JennySophie
Downham
Masson

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9780857982070 | PAPERBACK | $18.99

to betosupplied
When Kasper Bator isCopy
chosen
join the elite guard that keeps watch
over a dangerous prisoner in a tower, he believes what he’s been
told: the prisoner is a powerful witch. But the prisoner is actually the
beautiful Izolda, daughter of his country’s enemy, the Prince of Night.
And Izolda is in imminent danger.

NEW
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The Book Thief
MarkusARE
Zusak
IN THE SEA THERE
CROCODILES
Fabio
Geda
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark
ADSHaddon
R US
Claire| Carmichael
9780099470434
£6.99 | A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
JohnTHE
Boyne
CAESAR
WAR DOG
Stephen| £6.99
Dando-Collins
9781849920438
| B format | 12+

9781849920988
| PAPERBACK
| $16.99
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power
of words and the
ability
of books
to feed the novel
soul, set
In Nazi
Germany.
AwardA beautiful,
heartbreaking
based
on the
true story
of
authorjourney
MarkusinZusak
us InoneGeda’s
of thehands,
most
anwinning
Afghan boy’s
searchhas
of agiven
home.
Enaiatollah’s journey becomesenduring
a universal story of stoicism in the
face of fear, and the search for a place where life is liveable.

9781741660470
PAPERBACK
Copy to| be
supplied | $17.99
Ads R Us is set in a modern industrialised city in the near future,
where advertising is a constant stream of inescapable information,
and corporations sponsor everything from music to schools.

9781742756318
| PAPERBACK
$16.99 of war, this
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| horrors
book
is atheworldwide
modern
children’s
Caesar
War Dog phenomenon
is based on theand
truea story
of Australian
classic. in Afghanistan, combined
military dog Sarbi and its experiences
with the factual experiences of Endal, the devoted British dog
who cared for his wheelchair-bound ex-serviceman master.

9780857981301
PAPERBACK | $17.99
Copy to be |supplied
Based on true stories of the world’s first tank-versus-tank battle and
what it was like to be an underage soldier in World War I, Tank Boys
follows Frankie, Taz and Richard’s footsteps as they take part in what will
become one of the decisive battles of the war.

The Book Thief
Markus
WAR’S Zusak
END
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+
Victoria
Bowen

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Haddon
THEMark
RAGE
OF SHEEP
Michelle
9780099470434
| £6.99Cooper
| A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John
LUKA AND
THEBoyne
FIRE OF LIFE

9781741663662
| PAPERBACK
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $16.99
of words and the
abilityDad
of isbooks
feedhisthe
set from
In NaziTheGermany.
Awardfinallyto on
waysoul,
home
Great War.
winning author Markus
Zusak
has givenhim,
us one
the most
Twelve-year-old
Nell barely
remembers
butofwhen
the
pneumonic influenza entersenduring
their lives threatening Dad’s return,
she begins to understand the gap in the family his absence

9781741662405
| PAPERBACK
Copy to be
supplied | $18.99

Before I Die
JennyHOME
Downham
MISS PEREGRINE’S
FOR PECULIAR CHILDREN
9781849920452Ransom
| £6.99 | BRiggs
format | 12+
Copy to be |supplied
9781594746062
PAPERBACK | $16.99

It is 1984 and fifteen-year-old Hester Jones is not having a good
year. When everything goes wrong and the world stops making
sense, Hester has to decide: is it better to be a sheep, or a goat?

9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format | 12+
Salman
Rushdie
9780099421894
| PAPERBACK
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| $19.99
horrors of war, this
book is aand
worldwide
modern
A glittering
magicalphenomenon
fable, Luka andand
theaFire
of Lifechildren’s
is the story
of twelve-year old Luka whoclassic.
must journey through the Magic

World in order to save his ailing father.

Before I Die
JennyTANK
Downham
BOYS
Stephen
Dando-Collins
9781849920452
| £6.99
| B format | 12+

An unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling
reading experience. A horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob
journeying to a remote island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers
the crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine’s Home For Peculiar Children . . .

YEARS 9 & 10
The
Thief
IT’SBook
YR LIFE
Markus
Zusak Deckert
Tristan Bancks
& Tempany

The Curious Incident OfRAW
The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark
ScottHaddon
Monk
9780099470434
| A format
| 12+
9781741660128| £6.99
| PAPERback
| $17.99

9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+
9781742758602
| PAPERback
| $18.99

The Book
is a story about the
power
of words
and the
Sparks
fly inThief
this unputdownable
young
adult
novel about
two
ability of books
to feedgetthealong
soul,–setuntil
In Nazi
Germany.
Award-of
teenagers
who don’t
it becomes
a matter
winning author Markuslife
Zusak
has
given
us
one
of
the
most
or death.
enduring

Copy
supplied angry, uncaring and
Brett Dalton is a tough
guyto–behardened,
always ready to use his fists. But when Brett is busted by the
cops for stealing and sent to The Farm for rehab, there are no
fences to keep him in . . .

An extraordinary
taleherof grieving
friendshipfather
and and
the horrors
of war,
Desperate
to escape
harbouring
herthis
own
book issecret,
a worldwide
modern children’s
terrible
Shelleyphenomenon
disappears intoandthea intoxicating
world of
classic.
Aussie Rules football and joins a motley crew of footy tragics.
So why don’t her friends get it?

The Book
Thief GIRLS
FAIRYTALES
FOR WILDE
Markus
Zusak
Allyse Near

The Curious Incident Of
PIGThe
BOYDog In The Night-Time
Mark
J. C.Haddon
Burke

The
in theOFStriped
Pyjamas
THEBoy
STORY
TOM BRENNAN
John
J. C.Boyne
Burke

9781862302914
| B format
| 12+
9781741663976| £7.99
| PAPERback
| $18.99

TheTHE
BoyWHOLE
in the Striped
Pyjamas
OF MY WORLD
John
NicoleBoyne
Hayes

9781862302914
| B format
| 12+
9781742758510| £7.99
| PAPERback
| $19.99

9780099470434
| A format
| 12+
9781741663129| £6.99
| PAPERBACK
| $18.99

9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+
9781741660920
| PAPERback
| $17.99

The Book
aboutinthe
wordsnotandunusual.
the
There’s
a deadThief
girlisinaastory
birdcage
thepower
woods.ofThat’s
ability
of books
the soul,
setpeople
In Nazidon’t.
Germany.
AwardIsola
Wilde
sees atolotfeed
of things
other
But when
the
winning
authoratMarkus
Zusak hasher
given
usword
one ofa the
most
girl appears
Isola’s window,
every
threat,
Isolaenduring
needs help.

Copy to be birthday,
supplied he is expelled from
On Damon Styles’s eighteenth
school. Now Damon must come up with a plan. First, get his
firearms licence. Then, see if the Pigman will give him a job
– pig hunting will teach Damon what he needs to know.

An
andmates
the horrors
of war,
this
Forextraordinary
Tom Brennan,tale
lifeofis friendship
about rugby,
and family
– until
book
is a ofworldwide
phenomenon
a modern
children’s
a night
celebration
changes hisand
life forever.
Tom’s
world
classic.
explodes as his brother Daniel
is sent to jail and the Brennans are
forced to leave the small town Tom’s lived in his whole life.

The Book Thief
Markus
Zusak
STEAL
MY SUNSHINE
Gale
9781862302914Emily
| £7.99
| B format | 12+

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
NOBLE
Mark CONFLICT
Haddon
Malorie
Blackman
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
THE ABSOLUTELY TRUE
DIARY
OF A PART-TIME INDIAN
John
Boyne
Sherman
9781849920438
| £6.99Alexie
| B format | 12+

9781742758497
| PAPERback
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $18.99
of words and the
ability
of books
feed thecontemporary
soul, set In Nazi
Germany.
AwardCombined
with toHannah’s
story,
at the heart
of
winning
Markus
has given
us one ofaspect
the most
Steal Myauthor
Sunshine
is theZusak
revelation
of a shameful
of
enduring
Australia’s history and how
it affected thousands of girls
and women – forced adoptions.

9780552554626 | PAPERBACK | $17.99
Copy to be supplied
Years after a violent war destroyed much of the world, Kaspar
has grown up in a society based on peace and harmony. But
beyond the city walls, a vicious band of rebels are plotting to
tear this peace apart.

9781842708446
| PAPERback
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| $19.99
horrors of war, this
heartbreakingly
funny, semibookThe
is a award-winning,
worldwide phenomenon
and a modern
children’s
autobiographical story of an classic.
American Indian boy who manages
to leave the reservation despite overwhelming odds.

The Book Thief
Markus
Zusak
IF I STAY
Gayle
Forman
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon
THE RAINBOW
TROOPS
Andrea
Hirata
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne
ANONYMITY
JONES
9781849920438James
| £6.99Roy
| B format | 12+

9781862308312
| PAPERback
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $17.99
of words and the
of books to feedMia,
the soul,
set In Nazi
Forability
seventeen-year-old
surrounded
by aGermany.
wonderfulAwardfamily,
winning
Markusboyfriend,
Zusak hasthegiven
us isone
of the most
friends
andauthor
a gorgeous
future
brimming
with
enduring
hope. But life can change in an instant . . . A haunting novel about
the power of love and loss.

9781742758589
PAPERback
Copy to| be
supplied | $32.99
Ikal is a student at Muhammadiyah Elementary, on the
Indonesian island of Belitong, where graduating from sixth
grade is considered a major achievement. All Ikal and his friends
want to do is graduate, but their school is under constant threat
of closure.

9781741664539
| PAPERback
$17.99 of war, this
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| horrors
book
is a worldwide
phenomenon
a modern
Anonymity’s
life is falling
apart. Herand
father
has leftchildren’s
to have a
mid-life crisis, her mother’sclassic.
new boyfriend is a definite worry,
and all her girl friends are now girlfriends, with boyfriends.
Anonymity is losing control, and it’s decision time. Does she
hang on, get out, or get even?

Before
I Die GIRL
THE SHADOW
Jenny Downham
John Larkin

9781849920452
| £6.99||PAPERback
B format | |12+
9781864718751
$18.99

Copyimagined
to be supplied
The shadow girl never
she’d live on the streets. After her
parents disappear, life with her aunt and uncle takes a sinister turn.
Terrified that the authorities will believe her uncle over her, she flees.
No one knows she sleeps in rail yards, and abandoned houses . . .

Before
I Die GIRL
PRETTY
Jenny Downham
J. C. Burke
9781849920452
| £6.99 ||BPAPERBACK
format | 12+
9781741663136
| $19.99

Copy
to be were
supplied
Paige, Sarah, Jess and
Tallulah
best friends at school. Now they’ve
begun university and are living together at college, but it’s not turning
out like it’s meant to. One girl’s dead. One’s in hospital.
And one has a secret.

Before I Die
JennyHISTORY
Downham
A BRIEF
OF MONTMARAY
Michelle
Cooper| 12+
9781849920452 | £6.99
| B format
9781742757414
| PAPERback | $9.99
Copy to be supplied
Sophie FitzOsborne lives in a crumbling castle in the tiny island
kingdom of Montmaray. When Sophie receives a leather journal for
her sixteenth birthday, she decides to write about her life on the
island. But it is 1936 and bigger events are on the horizon.

Before I Die
THEJenny
BOY INDownham
THE STRIPED PYJAMAS
John
9781849920452 | £6.99
| BBoyne
format | 12+
9780099572862
| PAPERback | $9.99
Copy to be supplied
A novel that sensitively depitcts a devastating period of
twentieth-century history. The friendship between a Jewish boy
in a Nazi concentration camp and the son of the officer in charge
leads to tragedy.
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YEARS 11 & 12
NEW
NEW

Book
SHAMEThe
AND
THEThief
CAPTIVES
Markus
Zusak
Tom Keneally

9781862302914
| B format
| 12+
9780857980991| £7.99
| PAPERBACK
| $32.99

TheKeneally’s
Book Thiefnew
is a novel
story about
the power
words
and theof
Tom
brilliantly
exploresofthe
intimacies
abilitylives
of books
feed the farming
soul, set town
In NaziofGermany.
Awardordinary
in thetoAustralian
Gawell, being
played
winning
author the
Markus
Zusakofhasthegiven
us one
of the
out against
backdrop
Second
World
War.most
enduring

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
THE SON
Mark Haddon
Philipp Meyer
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
9781742754338 | PAPERBACK | $32.99

Copy to be supplied
Three stories of one family combine to produce an epic journey
spanning a century and a half in Texas, America.
WARNING: Graphic scenes depicted

TheNARROW
Boy in the
Striped
Pyjamas
THE
ROAD
TO THE
DEEP NORTH
John Boyne
Richard
Flanagan
9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781741666700 | PAPERBACK | $32.99

An extraordinary
tale of friendship
theabout
horrorstheofmany
war, this
This savagely beautiful
novel is aand
story
forms
book
is aand
worldwide
andasaone
modern
of love
death, ofphenomenon
war and truth,
man children’s
comes of age,
classic.
prospers, only to discover all that he has lost.

Before I Die
WANTING
Jenny Downham
Richard Flanagan

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781742755120 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

Copy to be supplied
In the remote penal colony of Van Diemen’s Land, several lives
become entwined by unexpected events and tragedies. Wanting
transforms into a remarkable meditation on the ways in which
desire and its denial shape us all.

NEW
The Book Thief
HARLAND’S HALF ACRE
Markus Zusak
David Malouf

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
9781742758312 | PAPERBACK | $29.99

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
Through the interlinked lives of the two families, David Malouf
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardexplores solitude and society, possession and dispossession, the
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
obsessions and violence of family life and love, illuminating the larger
enduring
world of events and imagination.

The Book Thief
Markus AZusak
STONER:
NOVEL
John
Williams
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+
9780099561545
| PAPERBACK
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $12.99
of words and the
abilitytells
of of
books
to feed thedefeats
soul, set
Nazi Germany.
Award-race
Stoner
the conflicts,
andInvictories
of the human
author Markus
Zusakand
hasreclaims
given usthe
onesignificance
of the mostof an
thatwinning
pass unrecorded
by history,
enduring
individual life. With truthfulness,
compassion and intense power, this
novel uncovers a story of universal value.
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The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
THE LIGHT BETWEEN OCEANS
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
M. L. Stedman
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $19.99
of words and the
9781742755717
| PAPERBACK
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Award1926.
Tom author
Sherbourne
is aZusak
younghas
lighthouse
living
on a
winning
Markus
given us keeper
one of the
most
remote island off Western Australia
with his wife Isabel. One morning
enduring
a boat washes ashore carrying a dead man and a crying infant
– and the path of the couple’s lives hits an unthinkable crossroads.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
MarkRANSOM
Haddon
David Malouf
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
9781741669657 | PAPERback | $19.99

Copy to be supplied
David Malouf shines new light on Homer’s Iliad, adding
twists and reflections, as well as flashes of earthy
humour, to surprise and enchant.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
MarkTHE
Haddon
WATCH
Joydeep
Roy-Bhattacharya
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format | 12+
9781742752754
PAPERBACK | $32.99
Copy to be |supplied
The Watch takes an age-old story – the myth of Antigone
– and hurls it into present-day Afghanistan. The result is a
gripping, deeply affecting book that brilliantly exposes the
realities of war.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon
THE MOUNTAIN
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
Drusilla Modjeska
Copy
to be supplied
9781742758954
| PAPERback | $19.99
In 1968 Papua New Guinea is on the brink of independence,
and everything is about to change. This sweeping novel takes
us deep into this fascinating, complex country, whose culture
and people cannot escape the march of modernity.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
THE STREET SWEEPER
John Boyne
Elliot Perlman

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781741666182 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
Spanning the twentieth century to the present, The Street
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
Sweeper deals with memory, love, guilt, heroism, the extremes
classic.
of racism and unexpected kindness, moving across the globe
from New York to Melbourne, Chicago to Auschwitz.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
THE John
SENSEBoyne
OF AN ENDING
9781849920438 |Julian
£6.99 |Barnes
B format | 12+
| PAPERBACK
| $19.99
An extraordinary9780099564973
tale of friendship
and the horrors
of war, this
bookThe
is aSense
worldwide
phenomenon
and ofa modern
of an Ending
is the story
one manchildren’s
coming to
terms with the mutable classic.
past. Laced with trademark precision,
dexterity and insight, it is the work of one of the world’s most
distinguished writers.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
Harper Lee
An extraordinary9780099466734
tale of friendship
and the horrors
of war, this
| PAPERback
| $19.99
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
Through the young eyes
of Scout and Jem Finch, Harper
classic.
Lee explores the irrationality of adult attitudes to race
and class in the Deep South of the 1930s with both
compassion and humour.

Before I Die
ALL THE BIRDS, SINGING
Jenny Downham
Evie Wyld

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781742757308 | PAPERBACK | $32.99

Copy to be supplied
Set between Australia and a remote English island, All the Birds,
Singing is the story of one how one woman’s present comes from
a terrible past.

Before I Die
Jenny Downham
FIVE BELLS
Gail| BJones
9781849920452 | £6.99
format | 12+
9781864710830
| PAPERBACK | $19.99
Copy to be supplied
Told over the course of a single Saturday, Five Bells describes vividly
four lives that chime and resonate. By night-time, when Sydney is
drenched in a rainstorm, each life has been transformed.

Before I Die
Jenny Downham
CATCH-22
9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
Joseph Heller
Copy
to
be
supplied
9780099529125
| PAPERback | $12.99
Set in the closing months of World War II in an American
bomber squadron off the coast of Italy, Catch-22 is the story
of a bombardier named Yossarian who is frantic and furious
because thousands of people he has never even met keep
trying to kill him.
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The Book
TRASHThief
Markus
Zusak
Andy
Mulligan

The Curious Incident
The SWORD
Dog In The Night-Time
SNOW,OfFIRE,
Mark Haddon
Sophie
Masson

The OF
BoyAinLIAR,
the THIEF
StripedAND
Pyjamas
CONFESSIONS
FAILED SEX GOD
John
Boyne
Bill Condon

9780099470434
| A format
| 12+
9781740519090| £6.99
| PAPERback
| $16.99

9781849920438
| B format
| 12+
9781741664546| £6.99
| PAPERback
| $18.99

The Book
is a story
the power
of words
the
Raphael
is aThief
dumpsite
boy.about
He spends
his days
wadingand
through
ability of books
to feed the
soul,
set Init,Nazi
Germany.
Award-it,
mountains
of steaming
trash,
sifting
sorting
it, breathing
winning
author
Markus
Zusak has givenday,
usRaphael’s
one of theworld
most turns
sleeping
next to
it. Then
one unlucky-lucky
enduring
upside
down.

Copy ofto abemythical
suppliedIndonesia, in a world
Set against the backdrop
where magic and sorcery are an everyday reality, Snow, Fire,
Sword follows young Dewi and her gripping quest to find her
missing father.

extraordinary
of friendship
andBridges
the horrors
of war,upthis
It’sAn1967.
The worldtale
is rocking,
and Neil
is growing
fast.
book
is a worldwide
and toughs
a modern
children’s
Some
crumble
under thephenomenon
pressure but Neil
it out,
just as his
classic.
Vietnam-bound older brother has done before him. But at sixteen,
how can he be sure of himself when he’s not sure of anything else?

The Book Thief
THE RAINBOW TROOPS
Markus Zusak
Andrea Hirata

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
NEVER FALL DOWN
Mark Haddon
Patricia McCormick

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
ACROSS MANY MOUNTAINS
John Boyne
Yangzom Brauen

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
Ikal is a student at Muhammadiyah Elementary, on the
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. AwardIndonesian island of Belitong, where graduating from sixth
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
grade is considered a major achievement. All Ikal and his friends
enduring
want do is graduate, but their school is under constant threat
of closure.

Copy to be supplied
Eleven-year-old Arn is walking through the countryside in
Cambodia. His whole town is walking with him. They’re walking
into one of the most tragic moments of history: the Killing
Fields. Based on the true story of Arn Chorn-Pond, this is an
achingly raw and powerful novel.

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
In Across Many Mountains, Yangzom Brauen recounts the story
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
of her inspirational mother and grandmother’s fight for survival
classic.
in Tibet, and their lives in exile. It is an extraordinary story of
determination, love and endurance.

The Book Thief
Markus
AFTER
THEZusak
QUAKE
Haruki| £7.99
Murakami
9781862302914
| B format | 12+

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon
UNDERGROUND
Haruki| £6.99
Murakami
9780099470434
| A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne
FORTUNE
COOKIES
9781849920438
| £6.99Harris
| B format | 12+
Christine

9781862302914
| B format
| 12+
9781849920568| £7.99
| PAPERback
| $17.99

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
9781742758589 | PAPERBACK | $32.99

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
9780552567350 | PAPERBACK | $14.99

9780099461098
PAPERBACK
9780099448563
| PAPERBACK
Copy to|be
supplied | $19.99
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $19.99
of words and the
ability of books
to feed the
soul,had
set In
Nazimoney
Germany.
In the wake of the Tokyo gas attack that left twelve dead and
The economy
was booming.
People
more
thanAwardthey knew
author
has given
us one
of the
most of
thousands injured, Murakami examines the Japanese pysche
whatwinning
to do with.
AndMarkus
then theZusak
earthquake
struck.
In this
collection
enduring
stories centred around the Kobe
earthquake, Murakami dissects the through interviews with the victims, members and ex-members
of the doomsdays cult responsible.
violence beneath the surface of modern Japan.

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9780099546030 | paperback | $19.99

9780091834876
| PAPERBACK
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| $16.99
horrors of war, this
is aCookies,
worldwide
phenomenon
and alifts
modern
children’s
In book
Fortune
Christine
Harris gently
aside the
familiar
classic.
imagery of places like China,
Vietnam, Singapore, Korea, the
Philippines, Bali, Australia and allows us to share the reality of
lives that are at best only half understood.

The Book Thief
Markus
THE MAN WITH
THE Zusak
COMPOUND EYES
9781862302914
| B format | 12+
Wu| £7.99
Ming-Yi

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
MarkDISCOVERED
Haddon
1421: THE REA CHINA
THE WORLD
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format | 12+
Gavin
Menzies

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John
Boyne
SKY BURIAL
9781849920438 | Xinran
£6.99 | B format | 12+

9781846556715
| PAPERBACK
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $32.99
of words and the
ability
of books
feed thecross
soul,over
set Inwhen
Nazi aGermany.
The
paths
of twotostrangers
vast trashAwardvortex
winning
author
Zusakof has
givenInustheone
of the most
comes
crashing
ontoMarkus
the shore
Taiwan.
aftermath
of the
enduring
catastrophe, grieving widow Alice Shih meets Atile’i, a teenager
exiled from his home island, the mysterious Wayo Wayo.

9780553815221
PAPERback
Copy to| be
supplied | $32.99
In 1421, the largest fleet the world had ever seen sailed from its
base in China led by Emperor Zhu Di’s loyal eunuch admirals. In
this fascinating historical detective story, Menzies recounts how
this Chinese fleet circumnavigated the globe a century before
Magellan, and reached America seventy years before Columbus.

9780099461937
| PAPERBACK
$19.99 of war, this
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| horrors
worldwide
phenomenon
modern children’s
Inbook
1958,isaaChinese
woman
learns thatand
herahusband,
an idealistic
army doctor, has died whilst classic.
serving in Tibet. Determined to know
what has happened to him, she sets off courageously to join
his regiment. To her horror, instead of finding a Tibetan people
welcoming their Chinese ‘liberators’, she walks into a bloody conflict.

Before
Die
THE IMOUNTAIN
JennyDrusilla
Downham
Modjeska
9781849920452
| £6.99 || BPAPERback
format | 12+
9781742758954
| $19.99

Copy to benovel
supplied
Drusilla Modjeska’s sweeping
takes us deep into the fascinating,
complex country of Papua New Guinea, whose culture and people cannot
escape the march of modernity that threatens to overwhelm them. It is a
riveting story of love, loss, and betrayal.

Before I Die
THE JOY LUCK CLUB
Jenny Downham
Amy Tan

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9780749399573 | PAPERback | $19.99

Copy to be supplied
In 1949 four Chinese women, recent immigrants to San Francisco,
meet weekly to play mahjong and tell stories of what they left
behind in China. United in loss and new hope for their daughters’
futures, they call themselves the Joy Luck Club.

Before I Die
JennyTHE
Downham
FAT YEARS
9781849920452 |Chan
£6.99Koonchung
| B format | 12+
9780552776974
| PAPERback | $19.99
Copy to be supplied
Set in a Beijing in the near future, a month has gone missing from
official records. No one has any memory of it, and no one can care
less. Except for a small circle of friends, who will stop at nothing to
get to the bottom of the sinister amnesia.

Before I Die
JennyTHE
Downham
DARK ROAD
9781849920452 | £6.99Ma
| BJian
format | 12+
9780701187545
| Paperback | $32.99
Copy to be supplied
The Dark Road is a haunting and indelible portrait of the tragedies
befalling women and families at the hands of China’s one-child
policy, told through the eyes of one rural family on the run from
its reach.
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TheGRIMSDON
Book Thief
Markus Zusak
Deborah
Abela

The Curious IncidentWHALE
Of TheBOY
Dog In The Night-Time
Mark
NicolaHaddon
Davies

The BookisThief
is a story
of words
theits
Grimsdon
in ruins.
Threeabout
years the
ago,power
a massive
waveand
broke
ability
books
the soul,
In Nazi
barriersofand
thetoseafeed
flooded
this set
grand
city.Germany.
Left in theAwardruins is
winningCharm,
authorherMarkus
ZusakGriffin
has given
oneother
of thechildren.
most
Isabella
best friend
and us
three
enduring

to beMichael’s
supplied home on the tropical
When a terrible stormCopy
destroys
island of Rose Town, he is forced to take a job working for a
rich, mysterious newcomer named Spargo. But Michael is not
prepared to hunt the one thing that Spargo seeks – whales . . .

The Book
TRASHThief
Markus
Zusak
Andy
Mulligan

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
10 FUTURES
Mark Haddon
Michael Pryor

9781862302914
| B format
| 12+
9781741663723| £7.99
| PAPERBACK
| $16.99

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
9781849920568 | PAPERBACK | $17.99

9780099470434
| A format
| 12+
9780440870159| £6.99
| PAPERBACK
| $14.99

The BoyJUNO
in theOFStriped
TARIS Pyjamas
JohnBeale
Boyne
Fleur

9781849920438
| B format
| 12+
9781741662979||£6.99
PAPERBACK
| $17.99

| PAPERBACK
| $24.99
The Book9780099536796
Thief is a story about
the power
of words and the
ability
of books
feedCarwardine
the soul, setlead
In Nazi
AwardDouglas
Adams
and toMark
us onGermany.
an unforgettable
winning
author
Markus
Zusak
hasendangered
given us onespecies.
of the most
journey
in search
of the
world’s
most
Both
enduring
funny and poignant, Last Chance
To See is a timely reminder of all
that we must protect. With an introduction by Richard Dawkins.

The Boy inIT’S
theYRStriped
LIFE Pyjamas
John Boyne
Tempany Deckert
& Tristan Bancks

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
9781742753768 | PAPERBACK | $18.99

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781741663976 | paperback | $18.99

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark
HaddonOF THE WORLD
A NEW GREEN
HISTORY
Ponting
9780099470434Clive
| £6.99
| A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John
DANCING
AT Boyne
THE DEAD SEA
Alanna
Mitchell
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format | 12+

The Book Thief
Markus REVOLUTION
Zusak
SUSTAINABLE
Juliana Birnbaum
Louis Fox
9781862302914
| £7.99Fox
|B&
format
| 12+
9781583946480
| PAPERBACK
The Book Thief
is a story about
the power| $42.99
of words and the
ability
of booksphotographed
to feed the soul,
set In Nazi
Germany.
AwardThis
beautifully
collection
of profiles,
interviews,
Zusak has
given us one of the
most in
andwinning
essays author
featuresMarkus
60 innovative
community-based
projects
enduring
diverse climates
across the planet.
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9780099516682
Copy to be| PAPERBACK
supplied | $29.99
A New Green History of the World provides not only a compelling
story of how we have damaged the environment for thousands of
years but also an up-to-the-minute assessment of the crisis facing
the world today.

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon
INVISIBLE
NATURE
Kenneth
9780099470434
| £6.99Worthy
| A format | 12+
9781616147631
Copy to be| PAPERBACK
supplied | $39.99
In Invisible Nature, environmental scholar Kenneth Worthy
discusses a revolutionary new understanding of the precarious
modern human-nature relationship and a path to a healthier, more
sustainable world.

9781849920452
| £6.99
| B format| |$16.99
12+
9781741662993
| PAPERBACK

AnTeenager
extraordinary
andwho
the horrors
of war,a this Mac’s just crashed the latest
Copyprototype
to be supplied
Juno tale
is oneof offriendship
500 people
live on Taris,
of his flying bike in front of practically
book is a worldwide
and a modern
children’s
storm-buffetted
islandphenomenon
designed to survive
even if the
rest of
the whole school. So when the creators of Coolhunters approach him and
classic.
humanity doesn’t. But what has happened to the outside world in tell him he’s an Innovator, Mac thinks they’re crazy. I mean, Mac lives in an
the years since Taris was established?
old bus with his fire-twirling Mum without a mobile or even a TV!

The Book
is a story
the power
of words
the
Copy to be supplied
An extraordinary
taleMilla
of friendship
and the horrors
this
Raphael
is aThief
dumpsite
boy.about
He spends
his days
wadingandthrough
Sim’s
from Byron Bay.
lives in Hollywood.
Sim’sofin war,
a foster
Michael Pryor, one of Australia’s best authors of speculative
ability of
of steaming
books to feed
soul, it,setsorting
In Naziit,Germany.
bookand
is a dumpster-dives
worldwide phenomenon
and alives
modern
children’s
mountains
trash,thesifting
breathingAwardit, sleeping fiction, imagines what our next 100 years might be like. Utopia or home
for food. Milla
in a mansion
Markus Zusak day,
has given
us one
of the
most
classic.
nextwinning
to it. Thenauthor
one unlucky-lucky
Raphael’s
world
turns
upside dystopia? Miracle or catastrophe? Whatever might happen, it’s just with her celebrity parents.When
they’re forced to email each
enduring
down. A fast-paced, exciting
and intensely moving story.
other for an assignment, it’s doomed to fail.
around the corner. Which future will be yours?

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
LAST CHANCE
TO SEE
Douglas
Adams |&£7.99
Mark| BCarwardine
9781862302914
format | 12+

Before
I Die1: THE RULES OF COOL
MAC SLATER COOL
HUNTER
Jenny
Downham
Tristan
Bancks

9781903919637
| PAPERBACK
$34.99 of war, this
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the| horrors
book
is aMitchell
worldwide
phenomenon
and a modern
children’s
Alanna
retraces
the development
of evolutionary
theory and picks up whereclassic.
Darwin left off – examining not
the origin but the ultimate fate of the human species and the
world we inhabit.

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne
NATURE
WARS
Sterba
9781849920438Jim
| £6.99
| B format | 12+
9780307341976
| PAPERBACK
$27.99 of war, this
An extraordinary
tale of friendship
and the |horrors
bookWars
is a worldwide
phenomenonlook
andata how
modern
Nature
offers an eye-opening
our children’s
well-meaning
classic. wild populations to burgeon
efforts to protect animals allowed
out of control, causing damage costing billions, degrading
ecosystems.

Before I Die
NUCLEAR WAR AND ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHE
Jenny Downham
Noam Chomsky & Laray Polk
9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
9781609804541 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

Copy to be supplied
‘There are two problems for our species’ survival – nuclear war and
environmental catastrophe, ‘ says Noam Chomsky in this new book on
the two existential threats of our time and their points of intersection
since World War II.

Before I Die
Jenny
Downham
GOLD
RUSH
IN THE JUNGLE
Drollette
Jr | 12+
9781849920452Dan
| £6.99
| B format
9780307407047
HARDBACK | $47.99
Copy to be |supplied
Gold Rush in the Jungle goes deep into the valleys, hills and hollows of
Vietnam to explore the research, the international trade in endangered
species, the lingering effects of Agent Orange, and the effort of a handful of
biologists to save the world’s rarest animals.

Before I Die
Jenny
Downham
THE FORCES
OF NATURE
Vann | 12+
9781849920452 | Barry
£6.99 |A.
B format
9781616146016
| HARDBACK | $47.99
Copy to be supplied
The Forces of Nature is an illuminating overview of human population
shifts and their precarious relationship with climate change and
geography.

BOOKS FOR SCHOOL PRIZES

MEET NED KELLY
Janeen Brian & Matt Adams

MEET MARY MACKILLOP
Sally Murphy & Sonia Martinez

MEET CAPTAIN COOK
Rae Murdie & Chris Nixon

MEET THE ANZACS
Claire Saxby & Max Berry

9781742757186 | hardBACK | $24.99

9781742757216 | hardBACK | $24.99

9780857980175 | hardBACK | $24.99

9780857981929 | hardBACK | $24.99

A picture book series about theThe
extraordinary
Book Thiefmen and women
who have shaped Australia’s history,
Markusbeginning
Zusak with our most
famous bushranger, Ned Kelly.

MaryThe
wasCurious
born in Incident
the 1800s Of
andThe
devoted
herThe
life to
teaching
Dog In
Night-Time
children. Mary believed everyone
should have the chance to
Mark Haddon
learn, no matter how rich or poor they are. In 1866 she set up
| 12+
her first school9780099470434
and founded an| £6.99
order|ofA format
nuns called
the Sisters
Copyof tothebeSacred
supplied
of St Joseph
Heart.

Captain Cook
discover the eastern
Thewas
Boytheinfirst
theEuropean
StripedtoPyjamas
coast of Australia. AlongJohn
with Boyne
his crew on the HMB Endeavour,
Cook set out from England with royal orders to look for signs of
9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
the great southern
land known as Terra Australis, which they
An extraordinary tale ofchartered
friendshipin and
1788.the horrors of war, this
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
classic.

Anzac stands for Australian
Before and
I DieNew Zealand Army Corps. It is
the name given toJenny
the Australian
and New Zealand troops who
Downham
landed at Gallipoli in World War I. The name is now a symbol of
9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
bravery and mateship.
Copy to be supplied

BANJO PATERSON TREASURY
Banjo Paterson

AUSTRALIA’S GREATEST INVENTIONS & INNOVATIONS
Christopher Cheng & Linsay Knight

AUSTRALIA’S GREATEST PEOPLE & THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS
Linsay Knight

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardwinning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

CLASSIC AUSTRALIAN POEMS
Edited by Christopher Cheng
9781742753621 | PAPERBACK | $14.99

The Book Thief
Poems you can’t live withoutMarkus
from Australia’s
Zusak literary treasure
chest, including AB9781862302914
Patterson, CJ Dennis,
Thomas E Spencer, Louis
| £7.99 | B format | 12+
Esson and DH Souter. Edited by Christopher Cheng and illustrated
The Bookthroughout
Thief is a story
about the
power of words and the
by Gregory
Rogers.
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardwinning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

9780857980069 | PAPERBACK | $19.99

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Known as a poet of the bush,
Paterson’s iconic verse
MarkBanjo
Haddon
captures the landscape, hardship, resilience and humour of
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
Australian life at the turn of the nineteenth century. This is a
be supplied
treasury of Banjo’s mostCopy
lovedtopoems,
as well as some of his
lesser-known works.

9781742755649 | PAPERBACK | $24.99

Before I Die
From explorers to scientists,
business people, artists, politicians and
Jenny Downham
writers, this
book
celebrates
the many Australians who have made
9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
this country the great nation it is today. Filled with information,
Copybreakout
to be supplied
interesting fact pages,
boxes and loads of illustrations, this
is a fun and inspiring book for all ages.

NAT GEO The
KIDS:Boy
TREASURY
OF EGYPTIAN
in the Striped
PyjamasMYTHOLOGY
Donna
Jo Napoli
John Boyne

NAT GEO KIDS:Before
TREASURY
I DieOF GREEK MYTHOLOGY
Jo Napoli
JennyDonna
Downham

THE ROALD DAHL TREASURY
The Book Thief
Roald Dahl
Markus Zusak

ULTIMATE
BUGOPEDIA
The Curious Incident
Of The
Dog In The Night-Time
Darlyne Murawski
& Nancy Honovich
Mark Haddon

A treasury to end all treasuries! Divided into four parts and
The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
over 400 pages long, The Roald Dahl Treasury contains Dahl’s
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardcomplete picture tales as well as excerpts from longer stories,
winning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
poetry (some previously unpublished) autobiographical
enduring
material and letters.

Welcome to the hidden
of the most popular bugs on
Copy world
to be supplied
Earth! This book includes everything a young fact-hound needs
to discover the weird, wacky, diverse and fascinating world of
bugs. Each bug profile is accompanied by scientific name, size,
diet and habitat.

AAn
stunning
tableautale
of Egyptian
myths,
those
of pharaohs,
extraordinary
of friendship
andincluding
the horrors
of war,
this
queens,
boisterousphenomenon
Sun God Ra, and
creatures like
book is the
a worldwide
and legendary
a modern children’s
the Sphinx. The stories are embellished
classic. with sidebars that provide
historical, cultural, and geographic context, as well as a mapping
feature.

The Book Thief
THE MAGIC OF REALITY
EDITION)
Markus(ILLUSTRATED
Zusak
Richard
Dawkins
9781862302914
| £7.99
| B format | 12+

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
A REALLY SHORT HISTORY
OF NEARLY EVERYTHING
Mark Haddon
Bryson
9780099470434Bill
| £6.99
| A format | 12+

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
GREAT MYSTERIES
OF THE WORLD
John Boyne
Richard
Hammond
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format | 12+

9780224046916 | HARDBACK | $49.99
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

9780857531940 | PAPERBACK | $34.99
The Book Thief
is a story about the power of words and the
See
the wonder
this Germany.
fascinatingAwardguide to
ability
of booksoftoscience
feed thecome
soul,alive
set IninNazi
life’s
greatest
questions.
Dave
winning
author
MarkusFilled
Zusakwith
hasbeautiful
given us illstrations
one of the by
most
McKean.
enduring

9781426313769
| HARDBACK
| $39.99
9780099470434
| £6.99
| A format
| 12+

9780552562966 | PAPERBACK | $27.99
Copy to be supplied
A special edition of Bill Bryon’s A Short History of Nearly
Everything, abridged and adapted for children. Filled with
colour photographs and illustrations.

9780857980205 | PAPERBACK | $24.99

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
In conjunction with the Powerhouse
John BoyneMuseum comes this comprehensive guide
to Australia’s most innovative inventions as well as
9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+
their amazing creators. Full of facts, photos and fun surprises for
An extraordinarycurious
tale ofkids
friendship
and the horrors
and grown-ups
alike. of war, this
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
classic.

9781426313806
| HARDBACK
| $39.99
9781849920438
| £6.99
| B format
| 12+

9780370332376 | HARDBACK | $34.99
An extraordinary
tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
What
happened phenomenon
to the lost cityand
of Atlantis?
the Loch Ness
bookreally
is a worldwide
a modernIs children’s
Monster real? Find out the answers
classic. to these questions and more
in this fully illustrated giftbook.

9781426308444
$44.99
9781849920452
| £6.99||HARDBACK
B format ||12+

Abeautiful volumeCopy
of timeless
Greek myths, including the tales
to be supplied
of gods and goddesses such as Zeus, Aphrodite, and Athena and
heroes and monsters such as Perseus, and Medusa. Each story
contains sidebars for each god, goddess, hero and monster with
links to constellations, geography, history and culture.

Before I Die
THE CHRONICLES
OF HARRIS BURDICK
Jenny Downham
Van| BAllsburg
9781849920452Chris
| £6.99
format | 12+
9781849394086 | HARDBACK | $29.99
Copy to be supplied
In this inspired collection of short stories, bestselling authors
in the worlds of both adult and children’s literature weave their
own stories into the original illustrations of Chris Van Allburg.
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GRAPHIC NOVELS

CLASSICS

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words
Alice In Wonderland
and the ability of books to feed the soul, set In
Lewis Carroll
Nazi Germany. Award-winning author Markus
9789380028231
| $14.99
Zusak
has given us| PAPERBACK
one of the most
enduring

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

The COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO
The Book Thief
is a story Dumas
about the power of words
Alexandre
and
the ability of books
to feed| the
soul, set In
9789380028675
| PAPERBACK
$24.99
Nazi Germany. Award-winning author Markus
Zusak has given us one of the most enduring

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The
Night-Time
Mark Haddon
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

PRIDE & PREJUDICE
Copy to be supplied
Jane Austen

9789380028743 | PaperBack | $19.99

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The
Night-Time
Mark Haddon
OLIVER TWIST
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+
Charles Dickens
Copy|toPaperBack
be supplied
9789380028569
| $16.99

HEROES

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words
and the Leonardo
ability of booksDatoVinci
feed the soul, set In
Danko author Markus
Nazi Germany.Dan
Award-winning
Zusak
has given us| PAPERBACK
one of the most
enduring
9789380741208
| $18.99

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The
Night-Time
Mark Haddon
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

Nelson
Copy toMandela
be supplied
Lewis Helfand
9789380741161 | PaperBack | $24.99

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Noah Barleywater Runs Away
John Boyne

Before I Die
Jenny Downham

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9780385619097 | £10.99 | TPB | 9-11

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors
Moby Dick
of war, this book is a worldwide phenomenon and
Herman Melville
a modern children’s classic.
9789380028224 | PaperBack | $16.99

Copy to be supplied
Robinson Crusoe
Daniel Defoe

Copy to be supplied
The Time Machine
H. G. Wells

9789380028200 | PAPERBACK | $14.99

9789380028262 | PAPERBACK |$18.99

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Noah Barleywater Runs Away
John Boyne

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9780385619097 | £10.99 | TPB | 9-11
THE
MERCHANT OF VENICE
CopyShakespeare
to be supplied
William

Romeo & Juliet
An extraordinary
taleShakespeare
of friendship and the horrors
William
of war,
this book is a|worldwide
and
9789380028583
PaperBackphenomenon
|$14.99
a modern children’s classic.

9789380028590 | PAPERBACK | $18.99

Before I Die
Jenny Downham
9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

The Adventures of Tom Saywer
Copy
be supplied
MarktoTwain
9789380028347 | PAPERBACK | $14.99

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Noah Barleywater Runs Away
John Boyne

Before I Die
Jenny Downham

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9780385619097 | £10.99 | TPB | 9-11

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors
Martin
Kingphenomenon
Jr.
of war, this
book isLuther
a worldwide
and
MichaelaTeitelbaum
& Lewisclassic.
Helfand
modern children’s
9789380028699 | PaperBack | $22.99

Copy to be supplied
LEONARDO DA VINCI
Dan Danko

Copy to be supplied
MOTHER THERESA
Lewis Helfand

9789380741208 | PAPERBACK | $18.99

9789380028705 | PAPERBACK | $22.99

MYTHOLOGY

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak
9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+
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The Book Thief is a story about the power of words
and the ability of books to feed the soul, set In
Nazi Germany. Award-winning author Markus
Legend:
Zusak hasThe
givenLabors
us one ofof
theHeracles
most enduring
Ryan Foley
9789380028279 | PAPERBACK | $22.99

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The
Night-Time
Mark Haddon
9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

Copy to be supplied
Zeus AND THE RISE OF THE OLYMPIANS
Ryan Foley
9789380741154 | PAPERBACK | $18.99

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Noah Barleywater Runs Away
John Boyne

Before I Die
Jenny Downham

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9780385619097 | £10.99 | TPB | 9-11

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors
of war, this book is a worldwide phenomenon and
a modern children’s classic.
Sita: DAUGHTER OF THE EARTH
Saraswati Nagpal

Copy to be supplied

Copy to be supplied

9789380741253 | PaperBack |$24.99

KRISHNA: DEFENDER OF DHARMA
Sweta Taneja

RAVANA: ROAR OF THE DEMON KING
Abhimanyu Singh Sisodia

9789380741123 | PaperBack | $22.99

9789380741178 | PAPERBACK | $24.99

ORDER FORM
TITLE

AUTHOR

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon

PRICE QUANTITY

TOTAL

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Before I Die
Jenny Downham

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardwinning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

Copy to be supplied

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
classic.

Copy to be supplied

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Before I Die
Jenny Downham

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardwinning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

Copy to be supplied

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
classic.

Copy to be supplied

TOTAL DUE

NAME:
SCHOOL:
ADDRESS:
STATE:
POSTCODE:
TEL:
EMAIL:
ACCOUNT NO.:
PURCHASE ORDER NO.:
The Book Thief
Markus Zusak

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon

Please send order forms to
Before I Die
EDUCATION
SUPPLIER:
Jenny Downham

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
YOUR LOCAL
John Boyne

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardwinning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

Copy to be supplied

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
book is a worldwide phenomenon and a modern children’s
classic.

Copy to be supplied

The Book Thief
Markus Zusak

The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time
Mark Haddon

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
John Boyne

Before I Die
Jenny Downham

9781862302914 | £7.99 | B format | 12+

9780099470434 | £6.99 | A format | 12+

9781849920438 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

9781849920452 | £6.99 | B format | 12+

The Book Thief is a story about the power of words and the
ability of books to feed the soul, set In Nazi Germany. Awardwinning author Markus Zusak has given us one of the most
enduring

Copy to be supplied

Please note that prices are recommended

An extraordinary tale of friendship and the horrors of war, this
Copy to be supplied
book is a worldwide phenomenon
and aonly
modern children’s
retail
and may have changed since the
classic.

time of printing. Prices are GST inclusive.
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